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With approximately 3 billion people at risk of acquiring the infection, dengue fever is now
considered the most important mosquito-borne viral disease in the world, with 390 million dengue
infections occurring every year, of which 96 million manifest symptoms with any level of disease
severity. Treatment of uncomplicated dengue cases is only supportive and severe dengue cases
require hospital intensive care. A vaccine now licensed in several countries and developed by
Sanofi Pasteur (CYD-TDV, named Dengvaxia), was able to protect, in the first 25 months of the
two Phase III, 66% of a subset of 9-16 year old participants. However, a significantly lower efficacy
(including negative vaccine efficacy) was noted for children younger than 9 years of age.
Analysis of year 3 results of phase III trials of Dengvaxia suggest high rates of protection of
vaccinated partial dengue immunes but high rates of hospitalizations during breakthrough dengue
infections of persons who were vaccinated when seronegative, with vaccine appearing to induce
enhancing antibodies (ADE). An age structured model was developed based on Sanofis recommendation to vaccinate persons age 945 years in dengue endemic countries. The model was used
to explore the clinical burden of two vaccination strategies: 1) Vaccinate 4 or 20% of individuals,
ages 9-45 years, seropositives and seronegatives, and 2) vaccinate 4 or 20% of individuals, ages
945 years, who are dengue immune only.
Our results show that vaccinating dengue monotypic immune individuals prevents dengue hospitalizations, but at the same time dengue infections of vaccine-sensitized persons increases hospitalizations. When the vaccine is given only to partial immune individuals, after immunological
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screening of the population, disease burden decreases considerably.
This work is supported by Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia (grant UID/MAT/04561/2013).
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